
5.32. A more precise description of the phoneme /È/, in both British and Amer-
ican neutral accents (including a native-like international one), has five taxophones
(shown in ̇  5.4). In addition to the ‘normal' (È) vocoid, we have (¥’å|, Y’√|) (in word-
-final position, followed by a pause), as in pizza /'piitsÈ/ ('phIiTså, Y-√) (of course, in
British English also, and more frequently, for /-È≤/, as in father]˚ pizzas /'piitsÈz/
('phIiTs‘Ω), Pizza Hut /'piits‘&håt, Y-&h√t/ ('phIiTs‘&håt, Y-&h√t). 

In contact with (and, certainly, if between, either in a word or in a phrase) velar con-
sonants (/k, g, ˙/), we have (=): a cook /È'k¨k/ (='kh¨k).

In contact with (and, certainly, if between) apical consonants (/t, d, s, z, n, l/ and
(4)), we have (¢): to do /tÈ'duu/ (th¢'d¯;u, -U;u).

˙ 5.4. Di‡erent taxophones of /È/.

10.12. Let us add that, mainly in quicker (British and American) speech, unstressed
-owing˚ -ower /’ø¨¤˙, ’ø¨È≤/ become ¥(-È¤,÷ -È‘, -Èå|) Y(-P¤,÷ -P≥), as in following and fol-
lower\ ¥('fØl-È¤,, 'fØl-È‘, -Èå|) {Y('fAl-P¤,, -P≥)}.

Rarer items like foraying and forayer˚ for /’™¤¤˙÷ ’™¤È≤/, have ¥(-É¤,÷ -É‘, -Éå|) Y(-É≥)÷
¥('fØ>-¤,÷ -É‘, -Éå|) Y('fA<-¤,÷ -É≥, 'fO;<É≥) (less often stressed as: ¥(fØ'>™¤,, fÈ-÷ -'>™¤‘, -'>™¤å|)
Y(fA'<™¤≥, fO-, fÈ-).

˙ 10.3. Typical triphthong reduction in quick speech (including the diphthong /-i¤˙/).

English Pronunciation “ Accents
(2023’, integrations)

/’ø¨È≤/ ¥(-È‘, -Èå|) Y(-P≥)

/’ø™È≤/ ¥(-Ö‘, -Öå|) Y(-Ö≥)

/’ø¨¤˙/ ¥(-È¤,) Y(-P¤,)

/’ø™¤˙/ (-Ö¤,)/’™¤È≤/ ¥(-É‘, -Éå|) Y(-É≥)
/’™¤¤˙/ (-É¤,)

/’ø™˘§/ (-ÖX§)
/’i¤˙/ (-I,)

/’a™˘§/ ¥(-å‘ı), /’a™¤˙/ (-å¤,)
/’a™È≤/ ¥(-å‘, -åå|) Y(-å≥)

/’aøÈ≤/ ¥(-å√) Y(-å√<)

/È/ (È, ¢, û, ‘, ¥å|, Y√|)



Besides, convoying˚ convoyer˚ for /’ø™¤˙÷ ’ø™È≤/, have ¥('khØMvÖ¤,÷ 'khØMvÖ‘, -Öå|)
Y('khAMvÖ¤,÷ 'khAMvÖ≥) (less often: ¥(khØM'vø;¤,÷ -'vøÙ‘, -'vøÙå|) Y(khAM'vø;¤,÷ -'vøÙ≥).

Satisfying and satisfyer˚ for /’a™¤˙÷ ’a™È≤/, have ¥('sxt-¤sfå¤,÷ -få‘, -fåå|) Y('sx4-¢sfå¤,÷
-få≥) (but also: ¥('sxt-¤s&få{;}¤,÷ -&få{;}‘, -&få{;}å|) Y('sx4-¢s&få{;}¤,÷ -&få{;}≥)). For accompanying
and hurrying with /’i¤˙/, we often find (-I,).

Still in quicker speech, other simplifications occurring in unstressed syllables are
certainly possible. As a practical demonstration, ̇  10.4 shows what can certainly be
heard using the lexical root continu- in the inflection of some words.

˙ 10.4. Common realizations for di‡erent endings after /kÈn't¤n-/.

14.7. Here is a concise summary of ‘aspiration' for /p, t, k÷ c/. We have to di-
stinguish the (voiceless laryngeal) approximant (h) and the semi-approximant (h);
the latter is weaker, less energetic, than the former. We will show how they are used.

In stressed syllables, we find ('0h) (except for ('s0)). In half-stressed syllables, we
have (&0h) (and, of couse, (&s0)). Usually, we find (h) also in unstressed syllables, in
word-initial position, after silence (as isolated words are, too): (|+0h). Instead, we
have a zero phone, in unstressed syllables, after a heterosyllabic phone˚ either a vow-
el or a consonant: (é_0, 00).

Here are some illustrative examples (in international pronunciation, for simplicity),
and shown only for /p/: people /'piipÈ§/ ('phiip°)˚ anticipate /xn't¤sÈp™¤t/ (xn'th¤s-È-
&ph™¤t)˚ potential /pÈ't™nSÈ§/ (phÈ'th™üSÈ§)˚ (an) impact /'¤mpxkt/ ('¤mpxkæt)˚ (to) sepa-
rate /'s™pÈ<™¤t/ ('s™p-È&<™¤t)˘

Notice that /p, t, k/ may be followed by /j, w, <, l/. In addition, (h) might not nec-
essarily be shown explicitly.

26.15. A brief remark concerning cases like weary˚ vary˚ tourist /'w¤˘<i, 'v™˘<i,
'tU˘<¤st/ ¥('w¤È->i, 'v™È->i, 'thUÈ->¤st) Y('w¤<-i, 'v™<-i, 'thU<-¢st), in order to expand on
what we already know about /˘</. ̇  26.3 shows the orograms (and labiograms) of
(È) and (<, q, >). 

In British English (and the other accents structurally similar to it, like Austra-
lian and New Zealander), we have ('éÈ->é), while in American English (and those
similar to it, like Canadian and generally the Celtic ones), we have ('é<-é, 'éq-é).

It is easy to see that, articulatorily (>) is rather di‡erent from (<, q) (although
too many –even native– ‘experts' still describe them as produced the other way
round!). However, the important thing is that it is rather clear that ('é<-é, 'éq-é)
must have derived from ('éÈ->é), by strong assimilation and simplification. 

2 English Pronunciation “ Accents

continuing /’ju¤˙/ (-jÏ¤,)

continue /’ju/ (-jÏ)
continuous /’juÈs/ (-jÏ¢s)

continuum /’juÈm/ (-jÏ=m)
continuo /’ju‘¨/ (-újûÏ¨)

continuer /’juÈ≤/ ¥(-jÏ‘, -jÏå|) Y(-jÏ≥)



˙ 26.3. Orograms and labiograms of (È, <, q, >).

55.17. <e intonation patterns of mediatic American English di‡er only slight-
ly from the neutral American ones, mostly on the tonic syllables of the interroga-
tive and supensive tunes, where (Ì) is more appropriate than (•, 6), respectively (al-
though a slight similar movement is still present), as shown in ˙ 55.8 (¬ ˙ 41.2),
which also shows a somewhat broader version of the mediatic American patterns.

˙ 55.8. American English intonation patterns.

English Pronunciation “ Accents 3

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 • 2 1)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/,/ (2 ' {2} 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 1)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/,/ (2 ' {2} 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/÷/ (2 Ì 3 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 1)

/ / (2 2 ' 3 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/,/ (2 ' {2} 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 ' 3 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ' 3 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 3 2 ' 3 2 ' 3)
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